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Eleven Agriculture Depa rtments Have Planned
Exhibits Related To Their Phases Of Agriculture
By Don Dunlap
Visitors, relatives, and friends of Clemso n students and Clemson College will be briefed on the scientific phases of Agriculture an d the relation of agriculture to the life of
America and the citizens of the world after viewing the many displays that will be put on
during the Homecoming week-end.
The festivities that highlight the
activities in the School of Agri
culture during this weekend i
known to all agriculture majorsas the Agricultural Fair. This
is a bi-annual affair for all those
students connected with agriculture at Clemson; however the last
The Homecoming Queen for 1953 will be chosen at the
agriculture fair was staged in
Homecoming Ball which will be held in the Field House,
1950, and this year exhibition is
hoped to be one of the best and November 20 and 21.
The girl chosen will be honored
most successful.
Each of the eleven departments for the entire weekend and will
has planned to put on exhibits be introduced one hour after inrelating to their individual phase termission at the Friday night
of agriculture.
dance. She will be introduced at
The botany department will the Clemson - Auburn football
have on display the microscopic
Thirteen new memners of the
life of plant and cell, models of game on Saturday. She and her
piant structure, and edible parts date will be invited to the Cen- Clemson Iota chapter of Phi Psi,
tral Dance Association intermis- national honorary textile fraternof plants.
sion
party and will be the guests ity, are in the process of being
• in the bacteriology department,
initiated in the organization.
mounts and demonstrations of of the CDA for the weekend.
The Homecoming Queen also
The new members are: Theoplant diseases on cotton, peach,
tobacco, and beans will be on will be eligible for the Miss Taps dore A. Banz, senior of Ridgefor the 1954 title. She, along with wood, New Jersey; Herbert Walkdisplay.
The animal husbandry depart- six other Taps beauties chosen be- er Elrod, senior of Piedmont;
ment is staging a meat laboratory fore intermission on Friday night, Thomas B. Bradley, senior of
demonstration, and exhibition of will be in competition for Miss Newberry; David Raymond Gencattle at the Pendleton barn, An- Taps. The remaining six Taps try, junior of Easley; Ben Robert
gus cattle and bull project at beauties will not be introduced Fox, junior of Inman; Adolph P.
Ravenel Place and hog exhibits during the dance, but the girl that Hearon, senior of Darlington;
is selected as the 1954 Miss Taps Lynn A. Hendricks, Jr., sopho*t the hog barn.
will be announced later on in the more of Columbia; William C.
The dairy department exhibits year.
Howard, junior of Canton, North
Include food value of ice cream,
Carolina;
Thomas W. Jenkins,
Any
student's
date
is
eligible
to
talking cow, balanced ration, pastures, Babcock fat testing, func- become the Homecoming Queen junior of Avondale, North Carolina; L. C. Smith, junior of Greentions of glands in a cow, con- or one of the Taps beauties.
ville; William O. Stone, junior of
Judges
will
select
the
finalists
stituents of milk and Clemson
Newberry; S. Gregg Thompson of
during
the
dance.
bull stud. At the dairy barn demThe formal dance on Friday Charleston Heights; and Lawrence
onstrations will be conducted on
A. White, junior of Camden.
milking practices, feeding prac- night begins at 8:00 p. m. and the
tickets
sell
for
$3.25.
The
dance
Phi Psi is a national .organizatices, comparison of milk production, and inspection of the Dairy on Saturday night is informal and tion of nine active chapters loEarn. Visitors may also inspect tickets are priced at $3.75. Block cated at institutions teaching texthe artificial insemination labora- tickets will be sold in the student tiles. The fraternity is bonded
government room in first bar- together for the purpose of protory.
racks
next week for $6.50.
moting good fellowship and highThe agricultural engineering exer standards among textile stuhibit will be prepared in four
dents.
phases. Farm machinery: Display of farm machinery, pony
brake test of a tractor, comparison
of cotton picked with a McCormick Deering picker, Allis-Chalmers picker, Dearborn Harvester,
and hand picked, and the operation of diesel tractor as compared
to gasoline tractor. Soil and
Dr. E. M. Lander, professor of
The Freshman 'Y' Council is
water conservation: Sand table
history
and government; Dr. J. K.
model farm showing conservation sponsoring a school wide census. Williams, associate professor of
practices, sprinkler irrigation During this census, several com- history and government; Dr. C. W.
equipment demonstration, and panies will be interviewed and the Bolen, professor of history and
comparison of runoff and infiltra- students will be asked their opin- government; and J. E. Tuttle,, astion. Farm structures: Block wall ions on certain moral issues such sistant professor of history and
display, cement floor display, tim- as drinking, smoking, sex, and government, are representing the
ber ring display, and molding church participation. From this department of social sciences of
'display.
Rural Electrification: census, a table of statistics will Clemson at the Southern HistoriDisplay of different type motors be made and evaluated and the cal Association being held in
results will be published in a later
and home water supply pumps.
Jacksonville, Florida November
The entomology department issue of the Tiger. The council 12, 13, and 14.
hopes
to
ascertain
how
the
stuwill have two displays. One is a
Dr. Lander will read a paper on
display showing the heart beat of dents themselves feel toward these "Industrial Trends" and "In Anteissues.
a turtle and the other is life-in
The council is also sponsoring a bellum South Carolina." Dr. Wila drop of water.
square
dance Saturday night, No- liams is presenting a paper on
The agricultural economists will
vember
14, in the YMCA Club- "South Carolina Lawyers Before
have displays on the different asroom,
and
girls 'will be invited the Civil War."
pects of practicing sound judgeIt is unusual for two men from
from Clemson and the surroundments on the farm concerning
the same college to read papers
ing
towns.
Refreshments
will
alprices and costs.
at a meeting of this kind.
so be served.
Fruit displays, nut specimens,
food preservations and landscape
designs will highlight the displays
in the horticulture department.

Queen To Be Picked
At Homecoming Ball
13 Members Are
Initiated Into
Clemson Phi Psi
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Two Clemson Men
Come Back From
European Tours
Two Clemson students from
South Carolina are among the 73
International Farm Youth Exchange delegates that arrived in
New York November 10 aboard
the Queen Elizabeth. Fred E.
McLaughlin, Jr., of Florence, returning from England and Wales;
and Benjamin S. Wiggins of Hopkins, returning from Switzerland,
are the two Clemson men.
The International Farm Youth
Exchange program, begun in 1948,
is a two way exchange dedicated
to the bjelief that understanding is
the ifouhdation of peace. This,
year, 117 selected rural youths
from the United States will live,
work, and share experiences in
41 countries throughout the Pacific, Europe, the Middle and Far
East, Latin America, Asia, and
Africa.
The program is sponsored by
the National 4-H Club Foundation
and the Extension Service of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
It is financed by contributions of
4-H club members, civic clubs,
farm organizations, business concerns, foundations, and others interested in world understanding.
The returning delegates were
honored with a breakfast by the
Grocery Manufactures of America at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
New York before going on' to
Washington, D. C, on November
11, for a three day evaluation program. In Washington, they will
report on their experiences and
visit the embassies of their host
countries.
Upon return to their home
states, each delegate will spend
several months reporting his experiences to interested groups, and
showing pictures of life in their
host countries.

Anne Evans, Mary Alice Rustin
Named 1st and 2nd Alternates
Last Year's Maid Of Cotton Makes
Brief Appearance At Contest
Miss Barbara Cates of Spartanburg, was crowned the
new South Carolina Maid of Cott6n in the Clemson College
Field House last Thursday night, November 5.
Miss Cates, who was in competition with 23 other county winners, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. Z. Cates. She is 19
years old and is now attending
Holton Arms Junior College in
Washington, D. C.
Miss Anne Evans of Camden,
representing Kershaw County, was
selected second alternate, and
A lstrge crowd is expected for the Miss Mary Alice Rustin of ColumLivestock Meat-Marketing Clinic bia, representing Richland Counwhich will be held at Clemson ty, was named first alternate.
Monday and Tuesday, November 30Miss Marjorie Richey of PelDecember 1.
Producers, wholesalers and retail-; zer, Miss Greenville County,
ers will be present for the clinic and Miss Anne Polk of Rock
which will be staged? in the YMCA Hill, Miss York County, were
building and on Bowman field in also among the top five finalists. All five of the finalists
front of the 'Y*.
made short talks on "Why I
Would Like to be the South
The opening session will begin
Carolina Maid of Cotton,"
at 10 o'clock Monday morning in
the YMCA Auditorium with Dr.
Miss Emily Wood Coxe of Mont
G. H. Aull, head of the Clemson
Claire, the 1953 South Carolina
Agricultural Economics Depart- Maid of Cotton, made a short
ment, presiding. Dr. R. F. Poole, talk on her experiences as Maid
president of Clemson College, and of Cotton.
Dean Farrar will welcome the
visitors. F. M. Simpson, visiting
Walter T. Cox, assistant to
professor of agricultural econothe president, made the intromics, will give a brief explanation
ductions and Clifford B. Deniof the purpose of the clinic, and
son served as master of ceremovie on "Cattle Values in Live- monies. Jay Anderson, organstock, Market" will be shown.
ist, provided music during the
contestants' appearances and
The afternoon program will begin the Clemson Jungaleers supat 1:15 with a demonstration and plied the music during the conexplanation of choice, commercial, test, and for the dance held for
and utility grades of live cattle. county maids after the contest.
The demonstration will be given on
John K. Cauthen was director
Bowman Field, where temporary
seats and a temporary show pen for the contest*. and-Mrs.. Durrett
will be provided. Tom Bell, head L. Williams was co-director.
livestock buyer, Kingan and Com'
pany, Orangeburs. will be in charge
of the demonstration with L. V.
Starkey, head of the Clemson animal husbandry department, in
charge of\ the entire afternoon program.
The Clemson Entomology Club
The second phase of the afternoon program will be held in the held a regular meeting in the AgYMCA Auditorium, where dress- riculture Building, November 10.
ed carcases of grades of beef cat- During the meeting a movie on
tle similar to those shown alive the "Orange Bowl" was shown
will be mounted in frames. O. B. and definite plans were made for
Yeakley, general manager, White participation in the agriculture
Provision Company, Atlanta, Ga„ fair.
After several semesters of diswill use the mounted carcasses to
point out and explain the whole- organization, the Entomology Club
sale cuts of beef of each of the has been reorganized this semester
three grades. F. L. Outlaw, vice for the futherance of those stupresident, Dixie Home Stores, at dents interested in this field.
This semester's club officers are
Greenville, will give a demonstration and explanation of retail Reeves Gressette, senior of St.
cuts of beef from cattle of the Matthews, president; Tom Whitlaw, junior of Silver Springs,
same grades.
Maryland, vice-president; and J.
On Tuesday morning, L. H. Sim- A. Gallman, junior of Inman, secrel, extension economist in market- retary-treasurer.
ing, University of Illinois, Urban,
Illinois, will discuss the situation and
outlook for livestock, and E. p. Agnew„ president of the South Carolina Farm Bureau', will discuss livestock marketing from the viewpoint
of the producer. The panel will close
with a panel discussion of beef
cattle and meat marketing problems, with R. R. Ritchie, of the
Clemson department of animal hus.
A group of University of South
bandry as moderator. The clinic Carolina students will present the
Sunday night vesper service here,
will adjourn at noon.
The Clemson House will be the November 15. Included in the
official headquarters for the clinic. group are Shirley Person, Nancy
All agriculture majors are invit- Cameron, Bobby Jones, Jack Tured to attend the clinic, and espec- byfill, Jean Tuberville, Barbara
ially to the demonstration, on Mon- Martin, Mary Calhoun, Clara Corbett, and Dick Tuten. This group
day afternoon.
will arrive on the campus Saturday afternoon and will be guests
of the 'Y' and the college for the
weekend.
The Rev. John G. Clark of Pulaski, Virginia was the speaker
at last Sunday night's vesper.
Special music was provided by
Miss Harriet Cloaninger of ClemA deputation from the Clemson son; also a short talk was given
College YMCA has been invited by Joe Taylor of Alexandria, Virto present programs at the Uni- ginia.
versity of Tennessee Monday
night, November 16 and Tuesday,
the 17.
1
Those taking part on the pro- Fifth Blue Key Movie
gram will be Lamar Neville of
Newberry, Wayne Davis of Liber- Will Be Shown Sun.
ty, Carroll Smith of Travelers
Rest, Terry McMillan of Bamberg, In Chem. Auditorium
David Townsend of Bennettsville,
"The Amazing Mr. Beecham"
Jerry Hammett of Kingstree, John
Turner of Winsboro, and J. J. will be the fif'.h movie in the current series of films presented by
Floyd of Nichols.
In previous years, the Clemson the Blue Key sponsored Cinema
students, who have visited the Guild. The movie will be shown in
University of Tennessee, have the chemistry auditorium this Sunbeen entertained in homes and day afternoon at 3:00 and again
fraternity houses in the city of Sunday night at 8:00.
Knoxville. Usually a picnic sup- Only holders of season tickets
per is held at Norris Dam, and will be admitted.
The movie deals with stormthe students who wish to do so,
have an opportunity to visit a wrecked moments off the Scottish
number of places of interest in- coast that lead a materialistic
cluding Oakridge as well as many young Englishwoman to a new life
modern buildings and laboratories in which she learns the deeper
meaning of happiness.
of the University.

Stock Clinic
Will Be Held
Nov. 30-Dec. 1

Dr. R. F. Poole, President of Clemson College, congratulates
Miss Barbara Cates of Spartanburg, after her selection as South
Carolinas 1954 Maid of Cotton. Miss Cates, a student at Holton
[Arms Junior College In Washington, D. C, took first place
honors over twenty-three other contestants in the annual contest
held in the College Field House last Thursday night. (TIGER
Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Entomology Club
Holds Meeting

Four Professors
To Take Campus Attend Southern
Opinion Census
Historical Meet

These three lovely girls won top honors in the
contest here last week for the selection of the
South Carolina Maid of Cotton of 1954. Miss
(Barbara Cates (center), South Carolina's new
Maid of Cotton, is shown with Miss Mary Alice

Rustin of Columbia (right), first alternate; and
Miss Anne Evans of Camden, (left) second alternate. Miss Cates will compete for the national title in Memphis, Tennessee, in January.
(TIGER Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Winthrop
Ella Johnson And Nolan Lewis Thirty
Girls Will Visit
Featured With Buddy Johnson Clemson Campus
Pair Will Appear Here At Homecoming Ball Niv. 20
And 21; Hare Been With Band Since Its Beginning

Jackie Salters, animal husbandry senior of Trio, was selected to
By Don Dunlap
attend the National Block and
Buddy Johnson brings to Clemson his fourteen piece orBridle Convention at a meeting
held by the club Tuesday night, chestra and two vocalists, Ella Johnson and Nolan Lewis, for
November 10. The meeting will the big Homecoming week-end dances November 20 and 21.
be held in Chicago, Illinois, November 30-December 3. Salters is The name of "Walk 'Em Rhythm" is the tagline that identipresident of the Clemson Block fies his rising young orchestra from coast to coast
and Bridle Club. Jerry Hammett,
One of the band's biggest fea organized two years ago, and her
animal husbandry senior of Kings- tures
the vocalizing of Ella vocal of "That's The Stuff You
tree, was elected 1st alternate to
Gotta Watch" is responsible that
attend the convention.
this particular recording has sold
more than 300,000 copies on Decca
The formal initiation for the
and is still going strong. Ella alnew members of the club will be
so scored heavily on the band's
held November 17 at 6 o'clock in
discs of "Please, Mr. Johnson"
the «Y' cabin. The club also made
and "When My Man Comes
plans for the agriculture fair.
Home".
The spotlight also falls upon
Nolan Lewis, the crooner,, who
displays his talents as a singer.
Among the outstanding instrumentalists in the Buddy,
"Baby Don't You Cry", JohnThe Taps office has announced
son Orchestra are tenor saxothat the following pictures will be
phonist David Van Dyke,
taken on Friday, November 14, and
trumpeters Willis Nelson and
Monday, November 16.
DuPree Bolton, guitarist Jerome
Friday, November 13, Agrarian
Darr and drummin' man Teddy
Staff; Monday, November 16 SlipStewart.
stick and A. S. M. E.
Buddy, an ace keyboard stylist, fronts his fourteen piece musiThose pictures that were schedulELLA JOHNSON
cal aggregation from the piano
ed to be taken in the past and were
not taken, will be rescheduled and Johnson, Buddy's sister. She has and is responsible for the maannounced at a later date.
been with the band Since it was jority of the band's dynamic ar-
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Miss Barbara Cates Is Crowned
South Carolina Maid Of Cotton

Frosh *Y* Council

Schedule Announced
For Taps Pictures
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Agricultural Fair Will Be
iHeld Homecoming Week-End

Salters Named
To Attend Block
And Bridle Meet

South Carolina's Oldest

rangements. Then, too, Buddy is
a noted composer with more than
a hundred tunes to his credit. As
further proof of his versatility, he

Thirty girls from Winthrop will
come to Clemson this weekend,
November 14 and 15 as a Wesley
Foundation deputation. The girls
will present the entire program
at Sunday School Sunday morning. The girls will be served supper Saturday night and breakfast
Sunday morning in the social hall
of the Methodist Church.
Professor Gaston Gage, head
of yarn manufacturing department
at Clemson, was the speaker at
Wesley Foundation last night. He
has talked to the Methodist organization in previous years.
Also, all members of Wesley
Foundation are urged to read a
November issue of "Motive". The
issues sell for 25c.
chestra scored a tremendous hit
with the Savoy's Lindy Hoppers.
The Savoy is the place where
most of the popular dance ideas
are born.

Some of the outstanding engagements that the Johnson Orchestra has had are the Apollo
Theatre in New York, Paradise
Theatre in Detroit, Royal Theatre
NOLAN LEWIS
in Baltimore, Regal Theatre in
manages to find time to sing out Chicago, Earle Theatre in Philaa few rhythm vocals.
delphia, and many other major
At the famous Savoy Ball- theatres in the United States. Alroom in New York where Buddy so cafes: Bop City of Broadway,
and his orchestra recently com- New York, Rhumboogie in Chipleted a highly successful run, cago, Bengasi in Washington, D.
the "Walk 'Em Rhythm" Or- C, and Click in Philadelphia.

Beta Sigma Chi
Initiates Ten To
Club Membership
Ten new members were.recently initiated in Beta Sigma Chi,
Charleston County Club. The
new members are John Blanchard
and Roy Williams of Sullivan's
Island; Jack W. Henley, James O.
Skinner, Jack Santos, and Bonum
Wilson of James Island; Paul
Blanchard of John's Island;
Thomas Jones of Youriges Island;
and Milton Tumberston of North
Charleston.
The initiates went through a
week of traditional initiation prior1
to the formal initiation.
Beta Sigma Chi consists of students living within a radius of 50
m^les of Charleston.

Born To Speak Al
Student Assembly
W. J. Bryan Dorn, representative of the Third District, will
speak at the regular meeting of
the Student Assembly tonight at
7:30 o'clock in the Tiger Brotherhood room. JDorn will explain
how Congress carries on its activities of which the student assembly
is operated similarly. He will be
introduced by Steve Griffith,
speaker for the Student Assembly.
Representative Earl Morris of
Pickens will speak to the group at
a later date on South Carolina
Legislature.

South Carolina
Student Group

To Give Vespers

Clemson Group Will
Present Programs
At U. Of Tennessee
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It Is Late, But Not
Later Than You Think

* SETTLED
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HALF of the first semester has already slipped by. Midsemester grades will be posted and sent home within
the next few days.
Many of us may not be as proud of our grades as we
would like to be.
Blue slips do not mean that all is lost and there is nothing else that can be done to obtain a better grade. On the
contrary, mid-term grades only indicate a portion of the
semester's work. There are still ten weeks left in the current semester to pull up low grades.
It still isn't too late.

AMERICAN students are facing the draft and the demands
of the cold war much more realistically now than they
l
did in 1951.
This is the conclusion of a Cornell University study based
'on 4,600 responses from students at 11 colleges and universities.
«"
"Because of the uncertainty of military service, and the
generally unsettled atmosphere," the report says, morale
was very low in 1951. But now a majority of students (79 DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT ....
per cent of those questioned) agree that "military • service
probably will be good for me in some ways."
Most students will return to college if called into the
service before they complete their academic work, and the
prospect of going into the service seems to make getting
good grades more important."
By Alan Cannon
A.C.P.
THEY'RE NOT PINK
ber, when you go to the programs at the
The proverbial blue slips will all be turn- Field House, be on your best behavior.

Blue Slips Are Here Again; It Looks
Like A Long Winter For The Troops

Students Facing Draft
More Realistically Now

ed in by the time this paper comes out this
week. Everyone that was unfortunate can
now sit down for the long winter's rest.
EDUCATION is not a commodity. Not being material, it (Sounds like the night before Christmas).
cannot be paid for.
One of these days the college is going to
It is sometimes easy to lose sight of this fact among the wake up, and realize what a bad time they
various charges and fees connected with acquisition of an
give the students with those little pieces of
education, but its disregard leads to a loss of perspective and
paper. I'll wager it won't be anytime soon,
purpose.
^
When you buy coal, you pay by the ton—the more you so I guess the object is to do a little more
get, the more you pay. But when you "buy" an education, studying and a little less writing to the girl
you pay one fee—an entrance fee . . . The student who gets back home.
the most from his schooling and the one who gets the least
pay the same rate.
This means that a student's education is entirely up to THE JACKETS KNEW IT
himself. For his tuition he receives access to teachers and
I'll wager anyone, anything that the
to facilities—not an education but the chance to gain an fighting Ga. Tech Yellow Jackets knew
education.
Clemson was in town this past week-end.
Education is an unending process. Classes, extracurriWhen
the Tigers made the touchdown in
cular activities, outside reading, social events—all can be
made part of an education. Payment of fees confers the the first three minutes of the game, I betcha
Bobby Dodd thought his day was gone. But
right to all of these. Their use is up to the individual.
Carroll News
as fate would have it, the slightly superior
Tech team came through with a win that
was not up to the sportcasters idea of the
Clemson-Tech game. (A friend of mine
By John Snoddy
told me the following story.) During the
CAROLINA'S LANGUAGE LAB out of your room or sell them.
2. Make up your mind not to half time of one of the pro football games
The "Gamecock" reports that a
new laboratory has been estab- buy any more, bum any, or even this week-end, Jim Tatum of Maryland was
lished on their campus under the pick up some of the longer butts
interviewed. He was asked what he
direction of Prof. Rene M. Ste- you see lying around.
3. Don't think about smoking.
phan, head of the Language Dethought of the Clemsdn-Tech game to which
partment. The Lab consists of 18 Think about women.
: 2mi-soundproof booths, numer4. Don't think about women too he replied, "I think Tech was d— lucky."
ous headsets, and a growing li- much.
The sportscaster reminded the coach of the
brary of commercial and locally
5. Brag to everyone you see
lade transcriptions. The foreign about how much better you feel Clemson wins and losses in football this
mguages are French, Spanish, since you quit. If you do this
Coach Tatum then replied, "Just
Russian, German and Italian and enough, you'll even start believing year.
a rise in proficiency among the it yourselL
like I told my boys when we played down
elementary and advanced stu6. And last of all make fun of
dents is expected to show up im- all radio, TV, and newspaper ads there—we were d— lucky." I don't know
mediately. The lessons are piped which plug the filthy things. This if it's true or not, but it makes a d— good
to the students in the individual will also boost your ego.
booths by wiring so arranged that /Try it for your health or if you story.

Colleges N.E.W.S.

The
'Ho Roars For
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kf Clemson A & M"

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Spirit Shown By Clemson Men
At The Tech Game Was Realty Tops
By Carroll Moore
this year's school book. In the past, the
TAPS has selected the beauties from seven
This past week-end really put Clemson different girls schools and one of them was
in the spotlight again in the sports world, singled out as Miss Taps. This year they
despite the ^20-7 licking that they received plan to select the seven girls at the Friday
at the hands of Coach Bobby Dodd's Engi- night dance of the Homecoming week-end.
neers. Our Tigers, who have not fared so The Homecoming Que"en will be one of the
well during the first part of the season with beauties. Of the seven picked at the dance,
only two wins, three losses and a tie, on one' will be chosen later in the school year
their record, traveled to Atlanta with a de- as Miss Taps and she will be announced
at the TAPS Junior-Senior Ball.
termination to either "Wreck Tech" or scare
Any one, regardless of where she is from,
the wits out of them. They did just that.
is
eligible as one of the TAPS beauties as
They scared them half to death with sterllong
as she is dating one of the Clemson
ing play, both offensively and defensively.
students.
So, the thing for all of you stuCongratulations, boys and coaches, the
dents
to
do
is get busy and make plans with
school is proud of you.
a
queen
to
bring
her up next week-end for
The spirit of the Clemson students in Atthe
big
Homecoming
week-end, and mayb»
lanta- last Friday and Saturday was another
she
will
be
one
of
the
seven selected.
thingthat we can be proud of and try to
continue to keep it just that way. I heard BETA SIGMA CHI DANCE SATURDAY
several of the old Clemson alumni from AtThe Beta Sigma Chi Club, a club composlanta remark after the game that it really ed of Charleston boys attending Clemson,
made.them feel great to see their old col- is sponsoring a dance after The Citadellege team turn in a performance such as Clemson game Saturday at eight o'clock, at
they did, and also to be in the midst of that Hibernian Hall, in the heart of Charleston,
"ever high Clemson spirit, the kind that we on Meeting Street. All Clemson students
• are noted for".
are invited to attend. Tommy Barrett and
his orchestra will furnish the music for the
A MAIN BUILDING NEED
This might not be the time and place for occasion. This dance should be great if it
this, but I have been approached by several is any comparison to the other dances given
students asking me to mention it in hopes by the Charleston-Clemson Club.
that the right person will read it and make ONE QUARTER GONE, VACATIONS
some adjustment. This is it: nowhere in- TO COME—GET BUSY
Main Building is there a rest room availThe first quarter of this school year has^
able for student's use. There is a rest room
already slipped away before many of us
on the third floor, but is evidently for the
hardly had time to realize it was even here.
faculty as it stays locked at all times.
For the freshman, on the campus, it might
Every other class building up here has at
have just dragged by, but for the rest of
least one rest room available for the stuus it really moved. Here is a word of warndents with the exception of Tillman Hall.
ing: Thanksgiving holidays—Nov. 29—four
Every freshman, sophomore, and junior,
days gone; Christmas holidays—Dec. 19—
has at least one or two classes in this buildtwo weeks gone; end of the semester—Jan.
ing and the arts and science boys practi30—Students may be done unless you start
cally live there. It is a need that should
studying now. Many of us begin our holiand could easily be corrected.
days two days before they officially begin,
TAPS BEAUTIES TO BE
and let them last until two days after they
SELECTED HOMECOMING
are over. This leaves very little time in
The TAPS staff has planned a new and the remainder of the semester for studying,
different way of selecting their beauties for so let's hop to it.
. m

ATLANTA WILL NEVER
FORGET CLEMSON

What Price Education?
It's Entirely Up To You

three languages can be fed simul- have to because of the big weektaneously.,
end you had at Tech.
A SIX-STEP CURE
NO MORE'RAIDS
^FOR SMOKING
One of the situations we Cadets
For all the Cadets before, Jn don't have to bother about is
fact, long before, exams, I offer "panty raids", but I noticed in
this cure to the old smoking habit. the "Miami Hurricane" that offi"Smoke-No-More" they say is cials are really buckling down to
helpful, but not a permanent cure. catch the leaders of such an escaThis cure from the "Reflector", pade. Last year several male stuMississippi State's Weekly is the dents were expelled after a pitched battle with police. What should
best remedy yet:
1. Throw all the butts and packs the boys at Miami do? With girls

Thursday, November 12,1953

A REMINDER
I've heard a lot of ill reports about the
actions of cadets while attending functions
at the Field House. Foremost in the gripes
is the chewing of GUM during performances
and during intermissions. I don't want to
sound like an old fuddy duddy (like my first
sergeant that is) but chewing gum at a program in the Field House (or anywhere else)
in public is distasteful. Now, there; I've
said it. Something that we should all remember is that when we're in public OUR
actions are direct reflections on the school,
and I know we don't want everyone to think
that a bunch of idiots and ill-mannered
characters attend Clemson. Just remem-
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Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the
school year by students of Clemson College.
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culation, comments, and general attitude of those who read it.
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OPERA IN THE MESS HALL
It's true, I spend a good deal of money to
take in a good opera when one comes close
enough to school to attend, but that doesn't
mean that I like to listen to the stuff all the
time. Since the beginning of the year we've
had nothing but dull, drab and uninspiring
music in the mess hall. How about someone getting on the ball and playing some
fast waking-up music to eat by. Now don't
get me wrong, don't go out and get some
good old fashion HO-DOWN FROM THE
BACK WOODS to play. What I want (and
I think the opinions of others) is some up to
date popular music with a little kick to it.
THANKS
I had a pleasant surprise Tuesday when I
went into the mess hall for dinner—they
were serving tea again. I looked around
the mess hall a little after second rest and
I noticed everyone'was drinking again. (After thirsting to death on coffee.) Let's
keep it that way, Mister mess hall manager.
OVERHEARD
—(on the subject of wearing the uniform to
football games) "We don't want to go to
the game Prep-school, but father Collegiate."
—"The gremlins are at it again; there's cold
water coming out of the hot water pipes."
—(on the subject of new columns) "Some
people will write anything."
—"I'll give you a hundred demerits if you
do that."
—"I didn't know that Jack the Ripper'works
for the laundry."
TO CHARLESTON
It seems that a lot of people are going to
take in The Citadel game. I, for one, am
planning on taking in the big affair. If
there's any place in South Carolina that
can show you a good time, it's Charleston.
If you want to find me this week-end, look
for me at the ANCHOR. It's not hard to
find.
OVERSEXTEEN
(nite scouts went the way of all sign offs)

and Magazine Prints Student's Article" while the headlines of the
totalitarian country read, "Subversive Arrested", and "State
Cites Alvin for 'Basis' Story",. . .
America First In Brazil—The
most agreeable foreign country to
Brazilian students is the United
States, according to a newspaper
survey there. Of 1,422 students
polled, the U. S. A. got 30 per
cent of the votes. Italy and Switzerland tied for second place with
13 per cent apiece. Eight per cent
favored Britain, France, Portugal,
and Germany. Switzerland was
termed the "most civilized" coun
try in the world.

They Dreaa For Dinner — The
Dean of Princeton University's
graduate school of liberal arts has
ruled that all his students must
wear academic gowns to dinner.
Students held a meeting and voted
to have the order rescined, but
Dean Hugh Taylor said, "There
are certain things that votes do
not decide" . . . Universal Military Training—The Indian government in a House of People
meeting discussed without coming
to a conclusion the scheme of military training for all college and
high school students. All agreed,
however, that the training would
help in disciplining the young
people of that country.

;-;
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By Bill Caughman
How's the health of the record
business of late? Pretty darn
good! Just for an example, during the week of September 14,
Victor reported shipments of a
little more than 750,000 records
for what it termed the greatest
week in its history. On one day
alone, mind you—one day, September 17—nearly 200,000 discs
went out, the firm reported.
Among them were Perry Como's
Papaya Mama with an average of
20,000 a day, and Eddie Fisher's
Many Times with 25000 a day.
In addition, the disckery estimated that, in the same week, distributors ordered 82,000 copies of
the new Glenn Miller album, retailing at $25, for the biggest firstweek gross of any album in its
history.
, Talking about Dragnet, there
seems to be an excess of recordings from television. The socalled fad in the last few years
followed the pattern of waxing
the film themes, but now the
trend is toward television themes.
There's Melancholy Serenade from
the Jackie Gleason show; Johnny
Desmond cut Danger from the
program of the same name; and
to lighten it up a little now, there's
Mr. Peepers from the comedy
show which stars Wally Cox.
It seems as though we are to
look for an upsurge on the dancing front. The National Ballroom
Operators of America are going
to push a large scale movement
to get more people on the dance
floors. There is to be a special
contest .during the summer, with
a great many prizes for the best
dancers, and a National Dance
Week promoted by "Down Beat
Magazine", with co-operation
from television , and radio pro-

country.
grams.
There's a possibility that tha
Not particularly new, but with
the type music contained in them, group may also form the nucleua
they could very easily be so. I'm of a larger band with which Shaw
speaking of either of two great may tour early next year.
Lester Young has a fine jazx
albums by Ray Anthony and his
Orchestra—"Campus Rumpus" or waxing out now of Pete's Caf• •
"Arthur Murray Favorites." In with one on George Shearing's
the "Campus" album are the ever- old stand-bys, September in the
popular tunes Smoke Rings, Rain, on flip side. The solo openWalkin' My Baby Back Home, The ing up Pete's Cafe is pretty clost
Continental, They Didn't Believe to tops being played in the manMe plus four others. All are play- ner it is. About the only weak
ed in a light and gay style with part is in the drums which, I
that up-beat drive added as only think, are manned by Joe Jones,
In spite of this, I wouldn't miss
Anthony can do it.
As for the "Favorites" album giving a listen to this one.
You might look for some action
it contains fox tnsts personally
recommended for dancing by Ar- on the English Musician's Union,
thur Murray. Doesn't mean much which has banned American band
appearances in Britian. Sensato you? When you listen to
these numbers including such as tional tours which were just reBlue. Moon, Sleepy Time Gal, A cently completed by Lionel Hamp-'■
String of Pearls, What Is This ton and Stan Kenton, have w*
Thing Called Love and Let's fans in an uproar, the newspapers
report. While in Europe, more
Dance with their special arrangethan 3,000 Kenton fans took spements and varying tempos, it
cial trains and boats from Engwill mean a lot to you. A fine
land, to attend the concerts by
collection in this album, which
Kenton in Ireland.
could be described as pleasant or
According to accounts of Kenlistening arfc perfect for dancing. ton's European tour, he describes
Artie Shaw has recently put to- the trip as a "fantastic experigether what sounds like one of the ence." This was because of tho
finest small groups to come up acceptance of his jazz by the Euin quite a while. The personnel ropeans. Kenton reported that
goes something like this: Artie, the Europeans would not tolerata
of course, on clarinet, Hank Jones any sort of clowning or hamming,
on piano, Denzil Best on drums, but rather would draw a line beTal Farlow on guitar, Tommy tween what they would call vauPotter on bass and Joe Roland deville music and serious jazz. Alon the vibes. The arranging for so the audiences were very attenthe sextet is being done on the tive and Kenton described them
spot at practices, which Shaw as being an "almost ecstatic auhopes will give them what he dience everywhere which was
terms as a spontaneous sound. Af- capped in Dublin by a solid wall
ter a break-in date in Boston, the of sound. There was no distingroup was to open at the Embers guishing of anything—cheers or
in New York, and then go onl whatever—it was just a continufrom there to tour all over the ous sound."

A Word To The Wise
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain
For some time there has been a need for
a student or a cadet prayer, and now the
Student Government is trying to find one
that best expressed the feeling of the cadet
corp.
We would like to adopt a prayer so that
we, the students, may be drawn closer together in spiritual brotherhood.
We are asking that students take a little
time to see if they can express the beliefs
of the Clemson cadets and if you think you
have a prayer which you consider good,
please let me have it. We will pick out the
best ones and run them in the Tiger next

week and let YOU, the students, pick the
prayer that you think should be your official Cadet Prayer.
The time that you spend on it will be well
worth your while. It is good for a person
to try expressing his love for his God be-,
cause it is then that we really feel our unworthiness. May you be stirred to do this
thing for the Glory of Clemson and most of
all for your Heavenly Father.
PLEASE have these prayers in my room,
1-55, before Monday noon. Do not sign
your name.
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Clemson Lions
Club Sells Brooms
To Benefit Blind

When We Were Young
By Joe McCown
TEN YEARS AGO
A report released by the alumni secretary
of Clemson stated that thirteen Clemson
men were reported missing in action in the
Various theaters of war.
* * *
A quartermaster inspection rated the
Clemson Mess Service and its facilities the
best in the Fourth Service Command. The
officer in charge of the inspection said that
the Clemson Mess Service was the best that
he had ever seen.
* * *
TWENTY YEARS AGO
The much improved Clemson offense
played one of its best games of the year in
downing the Ware Forest Demons 13-0. The
Tiger defense also played a good- game in
holding the Deacons to five first downs.
This was Clemson's second win of the 1933
season.
More than forty men turned out for the

Clemson boxing team, coached by- Bob
Jones. The team was scheduled to box
against Duke, Georgia and South Carolina.
Plans were also made to schedule additional
meets later in the year.
* * *
THIRTY YEARS AGO
The, Clemson Tigers defeated the Davidson Wildcats 1-0. The Tigers completely
outclassed the scrappy Davidson team, but
stubborn defensive stands made by Davidson kept the score low. The Clemson team
of that year, noted for its defensive ability,
held the Wildcats offense well within
bounds.
♦

*

*

The Clemson Cross Country Track team
traveled to Atlanta to attend the annual
Southern Conference track meet. Five
schools other than Clemson attended the
meet. The team failed to place in the first
ten finishes, and Clemson placed fourth in
overall point standings.

George Lyne will play the part of Donald Gresham in the first
production to be presented by the Clemson Little Theater next
week in connection with the festivities of the Homecoming
week-end.

A Poke In The Kisser Enlivens
The Play The Moon Is Blue' '
Bratton Williams Pitches, George
Lyne Catches In Theater Play
Passing out a poke in the kisser with appropriate commentary is about all Mr. Bratton Williams, alias Michael
O'Neill, will have to do with Mr. George Lane, alias Donald
Fresham, when the Clemson Little Theater stages "The Moon
is Blue." But actually these two gentlemen are amiable coworkers in the Clemson group's first production of the season.

:Scott Jackson snares a King pass for a ten yard
gain, as a Tech defender attempts to break up
the aerial. The action took place in the second

quarter of Saturday's game at Grant Field. (TIGER Photo by Jack Trimmier.)

Vocational Selection
Tests To Be Given
Tests Will Be Required
Of All Academic Seniors
Clemson is participating in a nationwide investigation
being conducted by the Commission on Human Resources and
Advanced Training to study the ways in which personality
characteristics are related to the choice of college major and
to vocational selection.
In order to secure a diversified
sample of students, the Commission has arranged for test sessions
to be held in large number of colleges and universities throughout
the country. Clemson has been
selected as one of the colleges
^participating, and the Council of
feeans and Directors has approved the participation.
This test, to be required of all
academic seniors at Clemson, will
be held on Tuesday, November
17. In order that Seniors may
take this test, all classes and
drill for Seniors will be suspend-

Matthews Award To
Be Given For Essay
The J. B. Matthews Testimonial Dinner Committee announces
a cash award of $500 for the best
essay on "Communism and Academic Freedom," written by ah
undergraduate student
of an
American college or university.
Essays must be limited to two
thousand words or less and submitted not later than February
1, 1954. All manuscripts must be
typewritten. Only original essays will be considered.
The winner of the award will
be announced on March 1, 1954.
Judges of the award will be
George E. Sokolsky, Eugene Lyons,, Ralph de Toledano, and E.
Merrill Root.
Manuscripts should be mailed to
the Matthews Award Editor, The
American Mercury, 11 East 36th
Street, New York 16, New York.

Simpson To Speak
At Asheville Meet
F. M. Simpson, visiting professor and. agricultural economists of
Clemson will speak at the Seventh
Annual Conference of the Southern Conference of State Planning and Development Agencies.
The meeting will be held in Ashville, N. C. on November 16 .Mr.
Simpson will talk on "The Outlook for the Southern Livestock
Industry."
This organization is responsible
for bringing ,textile plants and
other industries to the "South.
Mr. Simpson is a graduate of
,the University of Illinois in 1909
and has been associated with Swift
And Company for the past 27 years.

ed effective at 2:55 on that day
and supper in the Mess Hall
will be changed to 6:00 p. m.
Selected faculty members, appointed by the Deans of the
Schools, will serve as supervisors
and proctors for the test.
In order to test all seniors at
one sitting, the Agriculture, Agricultural Engineering, and Chemistry Auditorium, as well as the
Education Lecture room will be
used. Cards will be mailed to
individual seniors this week telling them of the test and assigning them to an auditorium.

Democracy In Our
Town Subject Of
AAUW Discussion
"Democracy in Our Town" will
be the program of the meeting
tonight of the Clemson branch of
the American Association of University Women to be held at the
Clemson House, Room 208, at 8
o'clock.
A panel discussion on questions
submitted by members of the A.*
A. U. W. branch will feature the
following Clemson people: L. P.
Crawford, mayor; John LaGrone,
councilman; Dr. Albert Meigburg,
Pickens County Board of Education; George B. Nutt, Pickens
County Board of Trustees; Mrs.
R. M. Ballenger chairman, Committee on Social Studies of the
A. A. U. W. group; and Mrs. J.
B. Whitney, member of the committee on Social Studies, the
group that is sponsoring the meeting.

On November 17, 1953, the Clemson Lions Club will sponsor a,
broom sale drive to help raise
funds for the South Carolina Institute for the Blind. These brooms
are made by blind people at the
Blind Institute in Columbia, South
Carolina, and are being sold
through all the Lions Clubs in
South Carolina, aa well as in many
stores and business establishments.
The funds from the sale of these
brooms so to help defray the expenses .of operating the Institute
for the Blind. These brooms sell
Professor Bratton Williams plays Michael O'Neill in the forthcoming Little Theater play, "The Moon is Blue," to be presented
for only $1.75. Door mats sell for
in the Calhoun-Clemson High School Auditorium, November
$2.50.
18, 19, and 20, at 8:15 p. m.
A member of the Clemson Lions
Club will call at your house some
time between 6:00 P. M. and 8:00
P. M., Tuesday, November 17.
It is requested that you turn
your porch light on at dark, so we
will know that you are" home, and
that you are willing to do your
part toward helping the Lions to
help the Blind.
The profit from the sales made in
system, grade point system, the Central area will be used In
Leaflet On Scholastic credit
student's credit load and academic that community.
Information Be Sent standards.
Dan P. Thomson

Mr. Lyne is excellent proof of
Dixie's happily increasing power
to keep her sons where they belong—in the South. Born in
Greenville, South Carolina, and
graduated in tufn from Greenville
High Sehool and the University
of North Carolina, he is now
employed Nby the J.. P. Stevens
Company as Plant Supervisor for
the Wage and Bate Department.
But Mr. Lyne is probably better known to Clemsonians as the
possessor of one of the finest
baritone voices heard in these
parts in many a curtain call.
He is a member of the Community Choir, a frequent soloist in various church choirs
and, earlier In the year sang the
part of Baron Arnheim, while
understudying that of Dr. Engel, in the Clemson College
Music Department's production
of "The Student Prince."
Thus be continues to combine
business and pleasure in a formula which he established during
his college days at Carolina. His
major at Chapel Hill was commerce and he was a member of
the commerce fraternity Delta
Sigma Pi; at the same time, he
was studying voice and thereby
developed a talent which has been
important both to him and to
all who have heard,him sing.
But it is in a "talking" role that
Mr. Lyne makes his first appearance with the -Clemson Little
Theater. He will play Donald
Gresham, the hither and thither ing young architect who, between
Patty O'Neill—a girl he takes to
be as helpless as a saber-toothed

To Freshmen Parents

As preliminary information before the mid-semester reports are
mailed the Registrars Office is
sending to each freshman's parents
a leaflet of scholastic information,
This information is to acquaint
the parents with the counseling
system as well as with procedures
tiger—and her right-hooking fath- and academic requirements.
er, has a pretty wild night of it.
The leaflet includes information
The gentleman with the pen- on reports and records, counselors
chant for hitting first and par- for freshmen, grading ' system,
leying later will be played by
Mr. Bratton Williams,- associate part of the stage manager in
professor of weaving and de- "Our Town." Now he returns as
Michael O'Neill in the forthcomsigning at Clemson College.
ing "The Moon Is Blue".
Mr. Williams has long been asThe play, directed by Mrs. Resociated with Clemson and with becca Waters and produced $>y
the College. He received both his Mr. Joseph L. Young, is scheduled
B. S. and M. S. degrees from to be presented November 18, 19,
Clemson College and has been a 20, in the Calhoun-Clemson High
member of the staff in the Textile School Auditorium, Clemson.
School since 1939. But especially
in Little Theater work is Mr. Williams an old timer. He made his
first appearance as the captain in
"He," a production, of 1947. Two
years later, in 1949[ he played the

T"

Bill & Hallie's Drive - In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway
DEC. 15 -COLUMBIA TELEVISION NETWORK

WAIM
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Buy Your New Television Set Now

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling

FOR ALL

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

BOOKS

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

PENCILS

FOUNTAIN PENS

SLIDE RULES

McLEES BROS.
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Anderson, S. C, -- Seneca, S. C.
Phone 710
Phone 406

j. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

CLEMSON, S. C.

-—E ngineersGREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

NEW FALL SLACKS ...
See Them at HOKE SLOAN'S
BLACK LOAFERS - - - GENUINE SHELL CORDOVANS

LET'S BEAT
THOSE BULLDOGS
THIS WEEK-END!

smoking
Camels
yourself!

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
CLEMSON, S. C.

Smoke only Camels for
30 days and find out why
Camels are first in mildness, flavor and popularity! See how much pur*
pleasure a cigarette can
give you!

TURNER'S SERVICE STATION
Gulfpride Motor Oil
— — «——.___ Washing
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline — — — — Greasing
LOCATED ON SENECA HIGHWAY

BILL MARTIN HEATING CO.
Heating and Air Conditioning
408 N. MAIN STREET

ANDERSON, S. C.

AMELS AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE
THAW AMY CTHEFL CIGARETTE
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Tigs To Tangle With Citadel Bulldogs Saturday
Kickoff Set For 2:30 P.
At Stadium In Charleston

Tig Rifle Team
Downs Wofford
1748 To 1732

By—FRANK ANDERSON

The Clemson College Army
Rifle Team defeated the Wofford
team in a match held at Clemson
last Friday by the score of 1746
to 1732. The match was a shoulder-to-shoulder affair.
This was the first match of
the season for the Clemson team.
They have been practicing for almost a month in preparing for
the current s:ason. The team is
coached by Sergeant Arrowood,
with Captain Tate in charge of
the program at large.
Tom Watson, a Ietterman
from last year's fine squad was
the high scorer with a total of
362 out of a possible 400. He
was pushed for the top honors
by J. L. Moore, who fired a
361. Both of these boys aided
greatly in bringing: the victory
to the Tigers.
For Wofford, Dennis was the
high man with a total of 354 out
of 400.
The next meet will be held
here this Friday night when the
Tigs engage the Presbyterian
squad in another shoulder-toshoulder match. This will be
the first meeting this year between these two teams and
should prove to be a very interesting match.
The members of the Tiger team
this year are Moore, Holman,
Contley, Page, Watson, Luke,
Llmer, Day, and Long.

This week-end the Clemson Tigers will travel down
the Dogs will be sensational end
state to do battle with the Citadel Bulldogs in Charleston.
and co-captain of the Tiger
Although The Citadel has thus of Tyson's passes is Bubba Wilfar not impressed fans over the liams, running from the quarterback slot. Charles Frier son
South, they, like Clemson, have and Bufort Blanton, a couple of
been improving steadily.
The hard running backs, have also
Bulldogs started off with a defeat been showing up well for the
in the hands of Tulane. The next Bulldogs. Their leading linefew weeks they were downed by man is guard Charlie Darby.
South Carolina, 'Furman, V. M. I.,
The Tigers will be looking for
Florida, and Virginia Tech. Their
lone victory came the next week- their third win in eight starts.
end when they downed a strong With the change to the split "T"
formation, the Bengals are. just
P. C. eleven 20-14.
»now rounding into perfection.
With the installation of the
The Country Gentlemen will
spread formation the Bulldog of-1
fense has improved greatly since be gliding behind brilliant quarthe first of ttie season. This for- terback Don King, who with his
mation, combined with the "T" tremendous passing and fine
gives the Keyde'ts a well-rounded running, is living up to all expectations.
offense.
Fagliei, Wells, and George will
Perhaps the most recognized
member of The Citadel squad is sees a lot of action in the Tiger
Jim Tyson.' Tyson, an' end, is backfield. In the past few games
currently leading the Southern all three of these boys have come
Conference pass receivers. On into their own.
Leading the linemen against
the firing end of the majority

—TIGER FANS HAVE NO GRIPES NOW
A few weeks ago, say after the Miami game which the
Tigers lost 39-7, the majority of the Clemson alumni and
many of the students were ready to throw in the towel.
Rumors were a dime a dozen: "Clemson is going to get
rid of their present coaching staff." "The team just isn't
trying." "Don't make excuses, they won't help any." These
were just a few of the outlandish statements heard by this
sports writer a few weeks ago.
Sure, things looked dark then, but since that time the
Tigers have been greatly rejuvenated. Howard's recent
statement, "We are now in the condition we should have
been in at the first of the season," is proving to be the gospel.
No, the Bengals haven't won all of their games since
the Miami encounter, but they have shown great improvement. In the Carolina game the Country Gentlemen did
better than many peojple expected. The Tigs foiled the experts' predictions by rolling over the Wake Forest Demon
Deacons. This seem to begin a new era of this present
football season as far as offensive play is concerned. This
fine showing against Wake did not prove to be just another
erratic one game stand. The following game, although the
At 2:30 p. m., on Saturday afTigs lost to Georgia Tech, was kept on the same offensive
ternoon, the Clemson Baby Tigers
pattern. This should certainly prove to everyone that the
will engage in their last football
contest of the 1953 season. Their
Tiger team is positively on the way back up the ladder to
opponents in Sirrine Stadium, in
take their rightful place among the top teams in the nation.
Greenville, will be the Freshmen
This won't happen during the present season as you
squad from Furman University.
know. There are two main reasons why I am led to believe
The Little Winds will be led
by former Greenville High star,
that the Bengals will again hit a peak in football glory. One
Red Carter. Carter made the
point in our favor is that we have a comparatively young
high school Ail-American team
football team. For those men who will be lost through gradduring his senior year at Greenville, and he is sure to be the
uation, there are reserves who should be capable of filling
main spark in the Furman oftheir shoes. The Howardmen did not learn the fine points
fensive attack.
of the "T" formation until they profitted from their misCarter will have plenty of help
takes made in games early in the season. The basic knowlfrom his backfield mates, and they
should's muster a good punch. The
edge needed for the transaction of the "T" has been acline is big and rugged, and will
quired. Further perfection will have to be. gained from
provide plenty of defensive ability
for the Hurricanes.
experience.
The Baby Tigs have won two
—STATISTICS DON'T DIE, BUT MAYBE SCORES DO
and lost two so far this season,
The subhead above refers to the won-loss record and
and would like to take this game
the total points'scored for and against Clemson so far this
to provide them with a winning
year. They lost to a couple of
season.
strong Georgia elevens in the form
Don't get me wrong, the Tigers have not been beaten beof the Yellowjackets irom Tech,
cause of bad breaks necessarily, but they have had their
(Continued on Page Five)
share of them. A few mistakes, plus a few bad breaks, plus
good football has beaten the Tigs this year.
When I say the scores of Tiger games might be misleading, I am solely referring to the Bengals' statistical average
for seven games.
In first downs, the Bengals have acquired a total of 94
to lead their opponents who have racked up but 88. The
out westTigers lead in all yardage departments. Rushing, the Coun.fom*a\ van be;
try Gentlemen have compiled a total of 1352 yards to their
***!*£& aSrCUeneve^
opponent's 1204. Passes have netted the Howardmen 625
0%
yards while opponents have traveled only 546 yards via the
But we
That
aerial route.
ttnaiM
1 ScrtfW®
Total net yards: Clemson—1877, Opponents—1750.
Mary An*
te Collet
St«
The only main items that the opponents lead the BenColot*do
gals in are average kickoff returns, average punt returns,
total touchdowns, and extra points, but of course these are
the things that count when it comes to adding up the final
score
—TALL TIGER TAKES TOP SPOT
For the first time this season a Clemson footballer is
leading the Atlantic Coast Conference in one of the main
departments.
Dreher Gaskin, senior end and co-captain of this year's
By Bob Wheeler
Bengals, has glided into first place as top receiver in the
Many a play through the center of the Tiger line has been
ACC. Catching 17 passes for 292 yards puts the "Goon" stopped this year by a bone-crushing tackle made by one of
ahead of Clyde Bennet of the University of South Carolina, the best guards on the team this or any other year. This
who has dragged^ down 16 aerials for 240 yards.
alert, hard-charging lineman is Ormorid Wild of North
The giant's performance in the past two Tiger games has Charleston, S. C.
been the factor that has made headlines for him. In the Ormond is a 200 pound, 19-year ever, his greatest accomplishWake game Gaskin caught 7 passes for 147 yards and in the old sophomore with pletty of hus- ments were on the gridirons in
tle and determination on the the lower part of the state.
Tech contest Dreher received 5 for 49 yards.
playing
field. Time and again he
The City-by-the-Sea was really
In addition to this conference honor, Gaskin is one of has stopped
opposition plays even reminded of the importance of
the mainstays in the Tiger line on defense.
before they could materialize into Ormond Wild when he won the
Another two game performance as Gaskin showed in serious offensive threats.
Most-Valuable-Player' Award in
ned
the Wake Forest and Tech games could clinch the title for
This serious-minded guard the annual Charleston-Columbia
All-Star game at the plose of the
who
likes
his
play
as
rough
and
the veteran flankman.
(Continued on Page Five).
tumble as it can possibly be,
—KING CONTINUES TO THREATEN RECORDS
graduated from Porter Military
STOP AT
Last year it was a 234 yard rushing record against Ford- Academy in Charleston in June
ham; this year King is out to break the Tig's passing mark. of 1951. He was one of the
outstanding players ever
In the Wake Forest contest, King set a personal record most
For
to graduate from the militaryof 185 yards passing and this week he set another personal prep school and participated in Sandwiches and Shakes
practically every sport on the
passing mark while coming close to breaking the old one.
Open 'TiT Midnight Nightly
Against Tech, the colossal sophomore completed 14 Porter sports calendar. Howpasses for 25 attempts, which is just one pass short of the
former mark set by Billy Hair.
Like Gaskin, King has moved into the ACC standing by
currently running third in total offense. The brilliant Andersonian has compiled a total of 606 yards net total offense.
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
He is only three yards behind number two man, Eddie West
from N. C. State, and only 19 yards behind Bernie Faloney,
Maryland quarterback, who is leading the pack.
%*lhere * T—"""„„ think t°
Barring injuries and if he stays in the game long enough,
King has a great chance to capture the total offensive lauree<
Hours: 7 o. m. Til Midnight
els for the year in the young conference.
strltee !««• ^
we » \L, o»e

Frosh Tangle With
Little Winds Saturday

team, Dreher Gaskin. Because
of his aerial snaring tactics in
the past two games, Gaskin ha* /
taken over Atlantic Coast Conference lead in this department.
Leading the Bengals in the center of the line will be Nathan
Gressette, Ormond Wild, Mark
Kane, Buck Priester and Bill McClellan. All of these men have
shown remarkable improvement
in the past few games by stopping would-be gains through tht
line.
Although many people throughout the state are expecting the
Tigers to Bomp all over the Bufldogs, the Tiger squad is not taking this contest lightly. After giving Tech a scare last weekj the
Tigs have been working all week
against Citadel plays and haws
been running through their offensive drills.

FOR

NOVELTIES

CANDIES

NOTIONS

DRUGS
AND

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
VISIT

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
Phone 6661

The Rexa II Store

Clemson, S. C.

LATEST COLLEGE SURVEY SHOWS LUCKIES LEAD AGAIN

Ormond Wild Is Great
In Tiger Forward Wall

Last year a survey of leading colleges
throughout the country showed that
smokers in those colleges preferred
Luckies to any other cigarette.
This year another nation-wide survey
— based on thousands of actual student
interviews, and representative of alt
students in regular colleges—shows that
Luckies lead again over all brands, regular or king size...and by a wide margin!
The No. 1 reason: Luckies taste better.
Smoking enjoyment is all a matter of
taste, and the fact of the matter is Luckies
taste better-for 2 reasons. L.S./M.F.T.
—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. And
Luckies are made better to taste better.
So, Be Happy-Go Lucky!
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NOW OPEN ALL DAY

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

OPEN ON THURSDAYS

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

CIGARETTES
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Senior Member Of Tiger
Coaching Staff Began
Career At Georgia
By—Bob Wheeler
The Clemson Tigers are indeed fortunate to have a man
with the coaching knowledge and know-how of Russ Cohen.
Mr. Cohen, the senior member of the coaching staff as far
as years are concerned, is regarded by many as one of the
finest defensive coaches in the South.
Although relatively a late
comer to Clemson, Coach Cohen
has certainly made his presence
felt in the football circles of
the Southern—and more recently—the Atlantic Coast Conference. His tutoring of the
defensive teams here at Tigertown have helped to make them
one of the best in the South.
Other coaches in the Conference
also realize the great job that Mr.
Russ has done with the defensive
eleven of the Tigers. Jim Tatum,
head coach at Maryland, was recently quoted as saying .that the
only way to beat Clemson was to
get over them because no one

jThe Tigers score from the opening kickoff as King sneaks across
for the touchdown. The Bengals moved the pigskin 80 yards to
take an early 7-0 lead in their Saturday game with the Engi-

neers from Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
Trimmier).

(TIGER Photo by Jack

Tigs Look Good In Tech Loss
-

A fighting, clawing Tiger team fought a powerful Tech
eleven to a 7-7 tie in the first half, but Pepper Rodgers and Tiger ScribeS
Bill Teas responded to the call for help, and gave the Yellow , . .
Make Predictions
Jackets enough power to gain a 20-7 win over the Bengals.

-—**=«■-.- •-•

Don King, the brilliant field
general of the Tigers, and Rogers the Georgia Tech goal, but a pass
put on a terrific show for the huge to Gaskin was intercepted by the
By Roger Yike
Homecoming crowd that packed Engineers in the end zone to end
With the season almost over, a
Grant Field in Atlanta for the another threat.
bowl bid.is foremost in the minds
contest last Saturday.
WITH FOUR MINUTES left in of every player on the top teams
King passed and ran for a total the game,. Tech again threatened in the country. Since there are so
of 183 yards as hp cracked the by intercepting a pass by Tommy few bowls and so many teams that
whip over the Howardmen for a Williams, and moving to the Clem- would like a bid to one, the action
touchdown on the kick-off. His only son four. But the Tigs held, and should be fast and furious in the
rival in the manner of yardage the ball game ended with Tech remaining fracases.
gained was Bill Teas, who scam- emerging the victor by a 20-7
Last week end had its share of
pered for a total or 113 yards rushupsets
and ties, with several favorscore.
ing.
ed elevens having a tough time in
Billy Teas and Pepper Rodgers winning their contests. There are
BOTH TEAMS managed to grind
out 15 first downs apiece, while were the main sparks in the Tech a few doubtfuls on this week's scheClemson gained 127 yards through attack. On defensive, Larry Morris dule, but nothing disastrous should
the airways to 70 yards for Tech. and Shoemaker were the big guns. happen to upset the favorites.
Tech led in the rushing departClemson over Citadel: The TigThese two boys constantly harassment with 237 yards, but the Beners played a terrific game against
ed
the
Tig
ballcarriers,
and
were
gals weren't far behind as they
Georgia Tech last week, and
carried the ball for 199 yards on mainstay of the Engineers forward showed plenty of power. If Don
the ground.
King and Dreher Gaskin click like
wall
The Engineers opening kick-off
they did before, who can tell
went into the end zone, and the
where the slaughter will stop.
Tigs took over on their own 20. FROSH TANGLE
Georgia Tech over Alabama: If
The first play from scrimmage
(Continued from Page Four)
Tech continues like he did last
was nothing to speak of as Ross and the Baby Bulldogs from the week, the Engineers should take
hit the line for one. But then Joe University of Georgia. They this one. The "Tide" is strong and
Paglei, sophomore speedster, broke scored impressive wins over Pres- determined, but it takes a lot to
over left tackle and sprinted 58 .byterian College and the Univer- stop the Yellow Jackets.
yards before being hauled down. sity of South Carolina Biddies.
Maryland over Mississippi: Last
King' then took to the air to
year, Mississippi was the team that
The
Cubs
have
a
host
of
hit Scott Jackson on the Tech 18,
ended the Terps winning streak.
and then pitched a floater to talent In the backfield. Charlie Faloney, Hanulac and Co. will be
Pagliei on the Jackets four yard Bussey, from Hendersonville, remembering that fact, and also
line. Two plays later King tallied North Carolina, Is the able field thinking ahead to New Years Day.
Jack Shown kicked the extra point, general of the Tiger forces. He
Kentucky over Memphis: A much
and the Tigers took an early 7-0 is an excellent ball handler and improved Wildcat squad will use
passer,
and
runs
the
teams
like
lead.
this game to sharpen their attack
\
For the remainder of the first a veteran.
for the coming Tennessee game.
half, the Tigers moved the ball at
Frank Griffith, Joel Wells, and The Cats are listed in top twenwill and their bristling defensive Jim Coleman are the big three in ty and would like to keep climbing
play held the Engineers scoreless the rushing department. Wells is after a slow start.
until, with only three minutes left noted for his sudden breaks
Notre Dame over U. N. C: The
in the half, Rodgers came into re- through the line which usually replace Wade Mitchell, and the Jac sults in long gains for the Tigers. top team in the country will keep
kets commenced to roll Teas car- Coleman is also an able runner, a perfect season record intact.
ried the ball to the 26, and then and is on the receiving end of The Tar Heels have not yet won
All-American Leon Hardemen took many of Bussey's passes. Griffith a game in their series with the
Fighting Irish, and this will not
over.
is the powerful fullback from El- be the year for them to do it.
Hardemen swept right end for berton, Georgia, who thrilled fans
Michigan State over Michigan:
21 yards to the Clemson two yard with his hard driving plays into
This game is always a highlight of
line, before Big Dreher Gaskin rode the line in the Carolina game.
the Big Ten Conference season, and
him out of bounds. The Tigers
The forward wall is composed this year will be no exception. The
prepared for a goal-line stand, and
succeeded in stopping two line of many stalwart players. Billy
smashes, But Rodgers sneaked in Hudson, high school All-Ameriballplayers on offense and defor the touchdown, and kicked the can from North Charleston, is
fense.
the
main
target
for
passes,
and
extra point to end the first half
With the varsities of both
is
also
an
excellent
defensive
in a 7-7 deadlock.
competitor. Don Funk, Dick schools playing quite a distance
EARLY in the third quarter, DeSimone, H. B. Bruoton, and from home, it will be an excellent
scatback Teas made a spectacular Hugh Eichelberger add plenty opportunity for the fans to turn
run from his own 27 to the Bengal of weight and fight to the line. out, and see the stars of tomorrow
18, where a host of orange clad These boys are all capable battle it out.
Jerseys brough him down. This
play put some spirit/ in Tech, and
two plays later they scored on a
pass from Rodgers to Davie. Rodgers again put the ball through
the uprights, and the Rambling
Wreck took a 14-7 lead.
The boys from Tigertown snarled
back, but a fumble on the Tech
40 halted their drive. With Teas
FRIDAY—SATURDAY
continuing to be the busy bee on
the field, the Engineers hacked out
another TD in eight plays. Bill
with Gary Cooper, Barbara Stanwick, Ruth Roman, Anthony Quinn
Brigman, who replaced Rodgers at
quarterback, tossed a pass to Bill
Sennent to make the score 30-7
Tech.
This was King's signal to start
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
a one man gang war with the Tech

For This Week End

^V

''iiiHHslMiiil
DREHER GASKIN
Clemson End

Gaskin Captures
Esquire Award
For This Week
Dreher Gaskin, the pass catching wizard from Orangeburg, and
co-captain of this year's Bengals
wins the Esquire award this week
for his outstanding play in the
Georgia Tech contest.
The big end took the lead
in ACC pass receptions this
week for having caught 17 aerials
for a total of 292 yards. In the
Tech contest, Dreher pulled

down five passes for 49 yards.
His receiving did not terminate
his fine play in the Tech game.
Gaskin also made six unassisted
tackles, second best for the team,
and batted down three of Pepper eleven as he handled the ball for
Roger's pass attempts.
eleven straight plays.
Starting at his own 21, Don passThe Orangeburg giant has ed to Pete Wall for seven: faked
had his share of bad luck for a pass and ran 18 yards to the 46;
the past two seasons, being In- threw an incomplete pass; hit wells
jured at the first and not being for 13 hit Gaskin for 13, Gaskin
able to play, but this year he is for 8 more, and Gaskin for 10 more
\ making up for lost time with to make it first and goal on the
his fine play.
Engineer 10 T.ard line.
He swallowed the ball for a 3
The Esquire award consists of a
shirt given each week to the most yard loss to the 13, and then
valuable Tig football player. The Frank Gossage ended this war by
sports writers pick a back and a dropping him on the Tech 18 as
lineman, therefore the award is he was "attempting to pass again.
Tech took over, but fumbled the
alternated between the two each
week. The Esquire Shops of pigskin on their own 29 and Bill
Greenville and Clemson present McLellan recovered for the Tigers.
King led another drive toward
the award.

could run through them. He pointed out the fact that Maryland
Spartans are supposed to be six
points better than the Wolverines,
and we will not dispute this fact.
Pittsburg over N. C. State: Even
with little Eddie West scampering
for considerable yardage in every
game, the Wolfpack will fall vie.
tim again to another foe.
Tennessee over Florida: The
Gators have had their ups and
downs all season, but this will be
one of the downs. The Volunteers should win by a close decision.
Auburn over Georgia: The Plainmen have only lost one game all
year, and are aiming for their best
season in a long while. Unless
"The Brats" receivers start catching the ball, Auburn should have
another win in the books.
West Virginia over V. S. C:
An unbeaten, untied, West Virginia team should show
the
Gamecocks some fancy Football
as they hand them their third
loss of the year. The boys from
Virginia are also looking for a
bowl bid, and the Birds won't
stand in their way.

had to take to the air to score
their only touchdown from scrimmage.
Vanderbilt is the alma mater of
the "gray-haired daddy of S. C.
football." He was in the graduating class of 1917.
During his days at Vanderbilt, he was an end and captain of the Vandy team during
his senior year. He played four
years of college ball and was
picked on the honorary AllSouthern team on almost all
post-season selections by the
South's leading sports writers.
Upon graduation, Coach Cohen
entered the military service for
a period of two years. He first
began in the coaching profession
in 1920 when he coached the first
freshman team at Georgia. In
1921, he moved over to Mercer,
where he was the backfield coach.
He scouted for Vanderbilt in 1922
and between 1923 and 1927, he
was backfield coach at the University of Alabama. The 'Bama
team went to the Rose Bowl in
1925 and 1926. L. S. U. called
for the services of this great man
and he was head coach there from
'28 to '31. In 1932, he was assistant coach at Vandy and stayed
there until 1934, when he accepted the job as head coach at Cincinnatti. He stayed with Cincinnati until '37. From\938 until
1946, Mr. Russ was backfield
coach at V. M. I. The Tigers acquired the services of the "Great
White Father" in 1946.
During his duty orr the coaching staffs of these various colleges, he had some of the greatest football players in the U. S.
under his guidance. He coached
such Ail-Americans as Pooley
Hubert, John Kac Brown and
Wu Wlnslett—all from the University of Alabama. At V. M.
I., he coached All-American Joe
Muka.
Coach Cohen rates Cone, Mathews, Gage and Calvert as the
best backs that he has ever had
all at the same time.
Coach Cohen's interest in the
Tigers does not stop with his
duties as a coach. He also shows
great interest in their academic
work and tries to help a boy that
is doing poorly to improve enough
to play some good ball for the
Tigs.
This year Coach Russ is
spending a lot of time with the
defensive backs in addition to
his many other duties. The
change in the rules this year
caused the Tigers to have to
revamp their entire defensive
system and to have to teach

ORMOND WILD
(Continued from Page Four)
1950 season. His blocking and
tackling was vicious in that game
just as it has been during his
days Vy-ith the team here at Tigertown.
During his freshman year,
Ormond caught the eyes of all
the Tiger coaches with his
crushing line-play. The only
thing that held him hack from
a starting assignment during
his freshman year was lack of
sufficient experience and the
spectacular play of such Tiger
stalwarts as Tom ("Black Cat")
Barton, and Barclay Crawford.
However,
Ormond's natural
ball-playing ability soon asserted itself and the big man was
high on the list of guards by
the time spring training was
over last year. His great play
in the annual Block "C" Club's
intramural game helped to
boost his standing as much, if
not more, than anything else.
Ormond has acquired a new
nick-name which may soon become dreaded in South Carolina
football circles as is Carolina's
"Friendly ' Bear"—Frank Mincpvich. His roommate, Frank Sams,
recently dubbed him with the
name "Collie Dog", due mainly
to his quiet nature when he is ott
the gridiron. The name immediately stuck and almost everyone
on the campus knows who the
"Collie Dog" is now.
The type of defense used by
head coach Frank Howard against
passes utilizes one of his guards
as a back. Ormond has been
proven as being very adept on
pass defense as well as he is on
regular
line bucks. He has
knocked down several throws by
opposing quarterbacks and has
intercepted one aerial thus far.
His line play reminds many

fans of the movements of "Black
Cat" Barton, Clemson's great
guard of last year. His movements are quick and he coven
ground exceptionally well -in
covering plays. He is also very
adept at analyzing the plays of
the opposition and can there*
fore stop a number of plays almost as soon as they start.
On offense, Ormond opens up
holes almost large enough to.
drive a tank through. This gives
such scat-backs as Don King, Joe
Pagliei, Red Whitten and Buck
George just the kind of break they
need to be off on a long jaunt.
On defense, it usually takes two
men to move Wild when he has
decided to stick around and stop a
play up the middle.'
Wild's play has improved with
every game thus far- and there is
no indication that he intends to
slow up now.
As long as our Tiger team ,
has such stalwarts as Ormond
Wild to bolster their forward
wall on offense and defense,
the Tigs will not have to worry
about starting a good offense
or stopping one started by the
opposition. If he continues to
improve as much in the future
as he has in the past, he should
be one of the best guards to
ever don the colors of the How- "
ardmen.

some of their better offensive
backs to play on both offense
and defense. The job of training these backs fell upon the
shoulders of Coach Cohen and
he has certainly done a fine job
of tutoring them to meet this
new challenge. The Tiger defensive setup has improved
with each game until they are
beginning to look very impressive on stopping runs and on
knocking down key passes
thrown by the opposition. This
great improvement in defensive
play can be credited to the work
of Russ Cohen more than it can
to any other one member of the
Tiger coaching staff.
Mr. Cohen is a native of Augusta, Georgia, but today lives
just outside of Waynesboro, Georgia, and runs a very successful
peach and cattle farm when he is
not busy with his duties here at
Tigertown in the fall and during
spring practice.
Coach Russ is married and the
father of two sons, Peter and
Russ, Jr., and a daughter, Sophie.
As long as the Tigers can depend en the services of Coach
Russ Cohen, football will really
be as fine in the years to come as
it has been in the years past. He
is truly a wonderful coach and a
great asset to the football-playing
Tigers.

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
Everything in
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
ANDERSON, S. C.

CLEMSON "Y"
"ON THEv CAMPUS"
Thurs., Fri.; Sat., Nov. 12-13-14

"THE CADDY"
A first run picture, starring
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis and
Donna Reed.
Also Friday, 13th
AUD. NO. 2

♦'THE VANQUISHED"

John Payne

Jan Sterling

Saturday, 14th

"PHANTOM FROM
SPACE"
Noreen Nash, Rudolph Anders
Admission Sat. Morning 9c
Late Show Saturday Night

"THE FARMER TAKES A
WIFE"
Betty Grable, Dale Robertson
November 16-17

"OFF LIMITS"
Bob Hope, Mickey Rooney,
Marilyn Maxwell
November 17-18
A Universal Picture
To be announced
November 18-19

"THE BAND WAGON"
Fred Astaire

Cyd Charissc

November 19-20

'THUNDER IN THE EAST*
Alan Ladd

Deborah Kerr

Here are two points to remember when you buy a cart.
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of any lineln its field!

CLEMSON THEATRE
*•••**
"BLOWING WILD"

• **•••

"THE WAY OF THE WORLD'S"
Color by Technicolor

• •'••••
4 BIG DAYS
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

^^^■^S^a*
Chevrolet's thrilling "Two-Ten" * MSr Ada*. !
With 3 great now series, Crrt /rolet offer* 1
tho widest choice of models in Its field.'

See it; driv* if, and you'll know that it alone brings you all these features of highestpriced cars at the lowest prices and with such outstanding gasoline economy!
Yes, you get more car for less money in
Chevrolet!
More beauty, inside and out, with the
widest choice of body-types and colors in
its field.
More driving thrills, with either of Chevrolet's two great high-compression Valvein-Head engines!
More riding smoothness, more roadstability and more safety protection with
this stronger, heavier, longer lasting car!

More value throughout, when you buy,
while you drive, when you trade!
Come in; confirm these facts; and you'll
choose Chevrolet . . . America's finest buy,
America's most popular car!
Combination of Powerglide automatic transmission and 115-h.p. "Blue-Flame" engine available
on "Two-Ten" and Bel Air models . . . Power
Steering and E-Z-Eye Plate Glass available on all
models . . . at extra cost.

MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLET*
THAN ANY OTHER CAR I

The picture everyone has been waiting to see » . .

"FROM HERE TO ETERNITY"
With Burt Lancaster, Montgomery Clift, Deborah Kerr,
Frank Sinatra, Donna Reed

SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDSI
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory
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Textile Department Makes South Carolina Flags
Charleston Club
Will Sponsor An
Informal Dance

that he (Oscar) was right about
the moving pictures taken at the
Clemson-Wake Forest ball game
by Demmie (Dimwit) McClure.
They (the pictures) came out
great. Ask Cadet Pvts Andershock and Trively.

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) wishes someone
would give Herman (The Bug)
Turner a drink of insecticide. He's
crowding the campus, boys—get
rid of him.
-OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

Beta Sigma Chi will sponsor an
informal dance in Charleston Saturday, November 14. The dance
will be held in Hibernian Hall,
which is located in the heart of
Charleston at 105 Meeting, Street,
from the hours of 8 to 12 p. m.
Tommy Barrett and his orchestra will provide the music for
the dance. Barrett's orchestra is
the one that played for the annual
Christmas dance last year for the
club, and he will again return for
the Christmas dance this year.
This will be part of the festivities of the weekend following the
Clemson-Citadel game Saturday
afternoon. The Clemson football
team along with girls from Roper
Hospital and the. College of
Charleston, will be guests of Beta
Sigma Chi at the dance.
The proceeds received from the
dance will go towards the annual
scholarship fund to help some future Clemson student defray his
expenses.
Tickets may be purchased for
$1.50 from any Beta Sigma Chi
member, or they may be purchased at Hibernian Hall before
the dance.

Lardson ("Tank") Tankersley—
that the Clemson-Tech game You wanted your name in here,
looked like a Clemson instead of "slob" so there it is.
a Tech home-coming. His (Os—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) hopes that
car's) team took the "sting" out
"Little Hump" Humphries doesn't
of those "Yellow Jackets."
grow up to be as big a "crud" as
—OSCAR SAYS—
his brother "Big Hump" is!
that the band ought to cut out
—OSCAI: SAYS—
that Hawaiian love song(?) bethat he (Oscar) wonders what
cause people are beginning to happened to the $100 worth of
think its our Alma-Mater.
records contributed by the "troops"
for the mess hall music. He (Os—OSCAR SAYS—
car) sure hasn't heard any new
Dickie (lover man) McMahon ones lately.
really tried to put the "snow"
-OSCAR SAYS—
on an Agiies Scott "head" after
—OSCAR SAYS—
that "Jeep" Warriner must
the game with Tech—She didn't
that he (Oscar) will be glad
really know some of the "big
"shake you" did she McMahon?
is over for
wheels" because he (Warriner) when football season
is : catching "hell"
doesn't even know what a forma- he (Oscar)
taking in all the ball games, but
tion is.
be "on your toes for he (Oscar)
-OSCAR SAYS—
will see you this week-end in
that "Mac" Chapman and his Charleston.
"running - mates"
were
really
-OSCAR SAYS—
"hooping it up" at the ball game.
that he (Oscar) wishesJie was
He (Oscar) wonGers what was in half the "lover" that Carl (Pudgy)
that
thermos jug.
Brabham thinks he is,
November 12 (Thursday)

This Week

. 8 p. m. AAUW meeting; Room
208, Clemson House. Program on
Town and City Government.
8 p. m. Great Books Discussion; Room 215, Chem. Bldg.
November 14 (Saturday)

Hershey Believes College
Enrollment Will Increase
Due To Draft, Korean

2 p. m. Radio Party to hear
Citadel game; Baptist Church.
8-11 p. m. Y Council Dance and
WASHINGTON, D. C—(IP)—In
Social; Y Club Rooms.
order to meet the calls for men, Rights will be to increase the
"we must look toward the colleges male population of the colleges
November 15 (Sunday)
with more than an appraising eye," rather than to decrease it."
3 and 8 p. m. "Amazing Mr. according to Maj. Gen. Lewis B.
Hershey estimates there are
Eeecham", sponsored by Cinema Hershey, Director of the Selective
1,200,000
male students in our colService.
"The
time
for
appraising
Guild; Chemistry Auditorium.
in that direction is about over and leges and universities today. Of
November 16 (Monday)
the time for action is almost here." these, many are World War II vetHe
mentions however, that "it erans, and more than one-fourth
7 p. m. Plight A 9984 Vol. Air
are enrolled in ROTC programs.
Reserve Training Sqd.; Room 316, should never be forgotten that stu- He goes on to state that some
dents
will
not
be
the
only
men
Long Hall.
185,000 students are being deferred
7:30 p. m. Blue Key; Club affected by this tightening."
because they meet certain class
The
General
believes
that
the
Room.
standards or received a certain
8 p, m. PTO; Calhoun-Clemson fallacy of a man sacrificing his score in the Educatibnal Testting
future ambitions when he enters
School.
the service is widely accepted. "In Service Examinations.
"So if I may be permitted to use
November 17 (Tuesday)
the case of the college student,
the absurdity of this fallacy is the word 'vulnerable,' not a great
6:30 p. m. Fellowship Club; apparent, for in the vast majority number of college studentvhave
dinner meeting.
of cases, the man who leaves col- been vulnerable under the present
7:30 p. m. Tiger Brotherhood lege to serve in the Armed Forces, Selective Service law," he conFaculty-Student meeting; Clem- granting that he is ambitious, will tinues. The General believes that
son House.
come back to college vastly grown "One of the simplest things that
7:30 p. m. Minor C Club; Alpha in mental stature."
seems to be misunderstood is that
Phi Omega Room.
He also states "there is every although Selective Service is tak7:30 p.m. Sage Club; YMCA.
reason to believe that the com- ing many men from civilian life,
bined effect of Selective Ser- it/ is likewise returning them in
November 17, 18, 19
vice and the new Korean Bill of numbers as great or greater."
(Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday)
8:15 p.m. Clemson Little Theatre production of "The Moon Is
Blue"; Calhoun-Clemson School
Registered Jewelers - American Gem Society
Auditorium.
LEADING JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
November 18 (Wednesday)
SINCE 1856.
South Carolina
Greenville
4:15 p. m. Senior Class meeting;
New Chemistry Auditorium.
6:30 p. m. Church night for
Campus Churches.
7 p. m. Third Army Mobile
Team; College Chapel.
8 p. m. Newcomers' Club;
Clemson House.
8:15 p. m. Laicos Club; Clemson House.
8:45 p. m. Student Assembly;
Tiger Brotherhood Room.

HALES

November 19 (Thursday)
7 p. m. Pep meeting; Outdoor
Theatre.
7 p. m. Clemson Lions Club;
Clemson House.
7:30 p. m. Ladies' Night Party,
sponsored by Baptist Brotherhood;
Slub Room, Baptist Church.
8 p. m. Great Books Discussion; Room 215, Chem. Bldg.
8 p. m. Clemson Bridge Club;
Clemson House.

All Wool
SWEATERS

$3.98 up
Football Winner
of Week
Dreher Goskin

ESQUIRE

GREYHOUND
Heap Big Bargain for Everybody
Going Home for Thanksgiving!
G-41

SHOPS FOR MEN
GREENVILLE - CLEMSON

GREYHOUND

Knitting Department LETTERS
Epitaph For Hank Williams
Produces The Flags TO TOM
Dear Tom,
Boy, did us Clemson Tigers give
those yellow Jackets Hell in Atlanta Saturday.
When we see the blue and white of our South Carolina Now, aren't all of you who didn't
flag, perhaps we seldom or never think of where our state follow the team sorry that you
go. I guess a few more peoflags are made. As a matter of interest, the Palmetto State didn't
ple realize after this past weekflags are made h'^re at Clemson in the knitting department end that we're holding a football
team up here this year.
of the Textile building, almost in the shadow of Fort Hill.
This department of the Textile
The 500 of you down there surely
school is headed by Thomas D. ner to be in uniform with the did make a wonderful impression
Efland, and contains the sewing troops.
on the Atlanta people.
machiness and equipment.
Mr.
The Atlanta radio announcer
"This
was
the
first
American
Efland and his assistant, Mr.
praised the Clemson spirit highly
J. C. Williams,, supervise the cut- flag to be displayed in South Car- during the game and I thought
ting and making of the flags which olina; on its being hoisted, it gave that it was the best for the numsome uneasiness to our timid
is done on special machines.
ber of people there that I have
friends, who were looking forEven the material for the flags
ward to a reconciliation;
they ever seen. Let's just keep it up
is made in the Textile Departs
for the rest of the season like
said it had the appearance of a
ment. The flag sizes on hand
that.
declaration of war, and Captain
at present range from 28 x 40
We've only got two more games
Thornborough, in the tamer
inches to 40 x 66 inches, although
sloop of war, lying in Rebellion to go now, and were going to
the making of smaller flags is anRoad would look upon it as an in- clean house both days.
ticipated in the near future.
See you in Charleston Saturday.
sult, and a flag of defiance, and
A recent article in The State he would certainly attack the
Sincerely yours,
Magazine reviews, the history of fort, but he knew his force and
Dave Moorhead
our State flag. It was used before knew the weight of our metal; he
the state government was organiz- therefore kept his station and
The expression "dragging a red
ed, and even before the Declara- centented himself with spying on herring across the path" is a
tion of Independence was signed.
charge often made in political cirus I"
In 1775 the South Carolina Concles against those who attempt to
On June 20, 1776, early in the confuse an issue. Centuries ago,
gress organized three regiments of
troops and Colonel William Moul- battle in Charleston Harbor, the English squires dragged a strong
trie was placed in charge of the Palmetto flag was hit by the Brit- scented herring across the fix's
first and second of these. It was in ish forces and fell outside the fort. path in an attempt to distract the
this same year that Colonel Moul- Patriotically, a young sergeant, Wil- hounds and end the hunt.
trie designed and used the South liam Jasper, leaped out after it and
recovered the flag under a shower though several individual and civCarolina Flag.
The Continental Congress adop- of gunfire. His comrades cheered ic organizations have suggested
ted a flag for the United States frantically. After another 10 hours that we design, copyright, and use
in 1777. Before that time, several of fighting, the British forces with- a specific flag. At Clemson, the
flag is displayed from a staff and
flags and emblems had been used drew.
It is strange and rather surpris- the other flags are made from that.
in various parts of the country.
Hats off to the Textile staff for
The Moultrie Flag was one of ing that to this date no definate
these. It was blue with a white shade of blue or standard palmetto this, another contribution to our
cresent placed in the upper right- tree has been officially adopted, al- state!
hand corner. In 1776 LIBERTY
was added to it in prominent
white letters.
Perhaps a better picture of this
flag may be had if we look back to
the year 1802, when the General's
Memoirs Of the American Revolution were published. Moultrie
wrote:
"A little time after we were in
possession of Fort Johnson, it was
thought necessary to have a flag
AT
for the purpose of signals, (as
there was no National State flag
at that time) It was desired by the
Council of Safety to have one
5 p. m. to
made, upon which, as the state
11 a. m. to
troops were clothed in blue and the
12 p. m.
12 p. m.
fort was garrisoned by the first and
Sundays
weekly
second regiments, who wore a silver crescent on the front of their
caps, I had a large blue flag made
with a crescent in the dexter cor-

Material For the Flags Is
Also Produced At Clemson

HAMBURGERS

GOOD COFFEE

BY LUGWIG VAN BEETOVEN
To those of you who only laugh
at what may be called Hillbilly
Music, my congratulations. I have
all I can do to hold myself down
to a plump heave. That excruciating, nasal twang of a steel guitar
together with the artistically massed voices of the East Hogscratch
quartet sends me into unsurpassed
ecstacy. Sometimes it is seconds
before I recover.
Everyday I see hundreds swooning at the after affects of being
exposed to the Dogpatch Masterwork Hour. A closer look reveals
ignorant,
disallusioned,
lovesick
lowlies who eat up every whine
and drawl that comes from the
mouths of those refugees from the
sticks of the Smoking Mountains.

Red We Want It The Red We've
Got In The Old Red White and
Blue" really makes you want to
run right out and enlist.

Then there's the lovesick mountaineer who brings about
the immediate return of what
he sarcastically calls a girl, 6jr
emitting gutteral noises and
yodel in true Swiss fashion that ,
"I'm Walking The Floor Under
You," or "I Forgot More Than
You Ever Knew."
So please, you bootlegging relatives of Snuffy Smith, take your
Lil' Abner food and English "and
highly overated static and move (
back to Hogback mountain and
leave me alone.

RETRIBUTION
While away on a fishing trip
on his wife's birthday, a stingy '
husband sent her a check made
out for "one million kisses." Annoyed, the wife replied:
"Dear Bill: Thanks for the genThey're hits all right—hits with
erous check. The mail man cashed
the odd fellows who don't have
it for me."
the gumption to tell the difference
between Shostokovitch and Snow.
Strangers are friends . .
This shamful group of sharps and
. . . you haven't met yet.
flats is so idolized by its idiotic
followers that "pulling a Hank
Drake's will set the pace in
Snow" is a household word known
—STYLE
to every boy on Tobacco Road.
—QUALITY
How the titles of these adulturat—REASONABLE PRICES
ed masterpieces are derived, I do
not know, but I am sure the titles
Featuring "McGregor" among
are as continental as a hot dog.
our many famous name brands
Titles like "I Get Tears In My
of merchandise.
Ears When I Lie On My Back In
My Bed And Cry Over You," or
"Get Off The Stove, Grandma,
You're Too Old To Ride The
Next to Center Theater
Range," are literary triumphs, but
GREENVILLE, S. C.
the delligerant, patriotic, awe inspiring "Rotation Blues" or "The
Many have been the times
when I fought the radio and its
static for hours and then, just
as some decent music comes on,
is drowned out by station WKKK
and its Hillbilly Hit Parade.

DRAKE'S

HOT DOGS

CURB SERVICE

DAN'S

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
PENDLETON, S. C.
Complete Sales & Service
MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAB

CHOICE OF YOUNG AMERICA
FOR THE BBS/ STRAIGHT YEAR-

